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This July, Pro Helvetia New Delhi would like to welcome two special guests from
Switzerland.
Margrit Gysin, a trained puppet therapist from the Swiss Institute for Therapeutic Puppet
Theatre whose storytelling skill has won her accolades from around the world. And Nadia
Schneider Willen, a freelance curator based in Zurich who was earlier the director and
curator of Kunsthaus Glarus and the conservator of modern and contemporary art at the
Musée d'art et d'histoire in Geneva.
Both Margrit and Nadia will be engaging in dialogues via workshops and presentations
with their Indian counterparts. We hope that these interactions will further develop into
partnerships and collaborations.
Pro Helvetia New Delhi

Mimmi and Brumm visit Bangalore, Kolkata and Delhi
Pro Helvetia New Delhi presents «Mimmi and Brumm are having a party», a
puppet performance presented by Margrit Gysin of Switzerland in
Bangalore, Kolkata and Delhi. More

Young Curators Hub
Swiss curator, Nadia Schneider Willen will be visiting India to participate in
the «Young Curators Hub» organised by Experimenter Kolkata. More

Swiss Arts Selection
The cultural promotion platform of Pro Helvetia, «Swiss Arts
Selection» provides insights into current Swiss cultural production by
means of words, images and sounds. It presents artists, groups and
projects that are representative of the diverse Swiss cultural scene. More

myprohelvetia, the application portal
A studio residency gives artists and cultural practitioners the chance to gain
a broad insight into a different cultural environment. To apply for a studio
residency visit myprohelvetia , the application portal of the Swiss Arts
Council. More

Novel by Urs Widmer in English
«Moving Words», Pro Helvetia’s special focus programme on translation
launched in 2009, continues to bear fruit. The publication of «My Mother’s
Lover» by Urs Widmer (original title: «Der Geliebte meiner Mutter») by the
Indian publishing house Seagull Books is the first of ten further translations
of Swiss literary works already planned by this publisher alone. More

Visit our website: www.prohelvetia.in
Join Pro Helvetia New Delhi on Facebook for regular updates.
Read the latest edition of the cultural magazine Passages: www.prohelvetia.ch/passages/en
Editorial: Pro Helvetia New Delhi, Communications / Sangeeta Rana srana@prohelvetia.in
Pro Helvetia supports and promotes Swiss culture in Switzerland and throughout the world.
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